
THIS MONTH'S OBJECTIVES

- assemble the artwork and embellish minimally

MONTHLY PROJECT: 

PROJECT BENCHMARKS:

WEEK 1: Intro power point; cut/collect to build an animal

WEEK 2: Build animals

WEEK 3: Learn background techniques and paint background

WEEK 4: Affix animals and add embellishments

CLASS OUTLINE:

:00 Arrival Activity

Make "envelopes" from construction paper (recommend one color per class)

:05 Introductions and expectations

New month!  Introduce anyone new…go over expectations and the space

Class expectations:  Have fun, stay safe, respect studio, respect others

:10 What is mixed media?

Follow the powerpoint 

Each artist will need his/her journal and a pencil/eraser

Explain that OUR mixed media subject will be an animal

Encourage note taking and doodling if an idea pops up!

:20 DISCUSSION: What are the parts of an animals

Use the white board to break down animals into different collage piecese

Do a few examples before moving on

:30 Animal building - handout templates if students are interested.

Begin collecting interesting pieces of paper to build your animal

Collect collage pieces and place in labeled envelope

:55 Wrapping up

Pick up tables; place all pieces of paper in your envelop

Recognize students who were great listeners, helpers, critiquers, etc

:00 Dismiss

Say goodbye at the door to both parents and kids!

Work to learn everyone's names!

Animal Collage Art (2nd/3rd)

Week 1

- practice clean collage techniques to "build" our animal

- create a background using a paint of our choosing

12 x 12 animal picture 



THIS MONTH'S OBJECTIVES

- assemble the artwork and embellish minimally

MONTHLY PROJECT: 

PROJECT BENCHMARKS:

WEEK 1: Intro power point; cut/collect to build an animal

WEEK 2: Build animals

WEEK 3: Learn background techniques and paint background

WEEK 4: Affix animals and add embellishments

CLASS OUTLINE:

:00 Arrival Activity

Find your envelope.  Design your animal on paper…what are YOUR parts?

:05 Go over "GOOD" collage practicies

No bumpy/curling/sticking-up papers

Thoughtful positioning. Neat cutting.  No white areas. 

:15 Begin collaging animal on white paper for backing (we'll cut it out later)

Make sure NAMES and class times are on the back before starting!

Modpodge brushes need to be in water if they aren't in use

REMEMBER TO WORK BIG

Cut animal out after complete

:45 Sharing time - share in-progress collages others to see/comment.

:55 Wrapping up

Clean hands and tables

Make sure all canvases have names on them and return to cubby!

Remind students to work in their journals

:00 Dismiss

Say goodbye at the door to both parents and kids!

Work to learn everyone's names!

Animal Collage Art (2nd/3rd)

Week 2

- practice clean collage techniques to "build" our animal

- create a background using a paint of our choosing

12 x 12 animal picture 



THIS MONTH'S OBJECTIVES

- assemble the artwork and embellish minimally

MONTHLY PROJECT: 

PROJECT BENCHMARKS:

WEEK 1: Intro power point; cut/collect to build an animal

WEEK 2: Build animals

WEEK 3: Learn background techniques and paint background

WEEK 4: Affix animals and add embellishments

CLASS OUTLINE:

:00 NO Arrival Activity

Find a canvas panel and WRITE YOUR NAME ON THE BACK!

:05 Go over possible background techniques

Acyrlic - pattern, color

Watercolor - with salt, with glue, with plastic wrap

Ink - tangle drawing

Review working neatly and respecting the workspace of others

Cover the whole canvas…no white areas!

:40 Allow ample time for clean up!

:50 SHARING

If time allows, let the students share their finished compositions

:55 Wrapping up

Clean hands and tables

Remind students to work in their journals

:00 Dismiss

Say goodbye at the door to both parents and kids! 

Work to learn everyone's names!

Week 3

Animal Collage Art (2nd/3rd)

- practice clean collage techniques to "build" our animal

12 x 12 animal picture 

- create a background using a paint of our choosing



THIS MONTH'S OBJECTIVES

- assemble the artwork and embellish minimally

MONTHLY PROJECT: 

PROJECT BENCHMARKS:

WEEK 1: Intro power point; cut/collect to build an animal

WEEK 2: Build animals

WEEK 3: Learn background techniques and paint background

WEEK 4: Affix animals and add embellishments

CLASS OUTLINE:

:00 NO Arrival Activity

Find your in-progress canvas and your animal

:05 Discussion

Discuss the almost-finished artworks to decide what's next

If it's more effective, use the OTHER classes' artwork as an example 

(because people are less inhibited in their critique!)

:15 Affix animal to canvas (discuss composition maybe?)

:30 Add embellishments (may pick TWO)

Yarn gems, glitter, etc

Also paint: printmaking techniques, patterns, borders, words, etc

:55 Wrapping up

PHOTOGRAPH ALL FINISHED WORK (with nametags)

Clean hands and tables

Remind students to work in their journals

:00 Dismiss

Say goodbye at the door to both parents and kids! 

Work to learn everyone's names!

12 x 12 animal picture 

Animal Collage Art (2nd/3rd)

Week 4

- practice clean collage techniques to "build" our animal

- create a background using a paint of our choosing


